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HYDROSTATI CS 

LAWS OF HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE 

PASCAL'S LAW 

1 . Hydr ostatics treats of liquids at rest under the action 
of forces. The pressure exerted by a liquid at rest is called 
a byd~·osta.tlc presstu·e . 

2 . Liquids are very nearly incompressible. A pressure 
of 15 pounds per square inch compresses water less than 
ra-ho of its volume. 

3. Fig. 1 represents two cylindrical vessels of exactly 
the same size. The vessel a is fitted with a wooden block 
of the same size as, and free to move in, the cylinder; the 
vessel b is filled with water, whose depth is the same as the 
length of the wooden block in a. Both vessels are fitted with 
air-tight pistons P, each of whose areas is 10 square inches. 

Suppose, for convenience, that the weights of the pistons, 
block, and water be neglected, and that a force of 100 pounds 
be applied to both pistons. The pressure per square inch 
will be W = 10 pounds. In the vessel a this pressure will 
be transmitted to the bottom of the vessel, and will be 
10 pounds per square inch; it is easy to see that there 
will be no pressure on the sides. In the vessel b, an entirely 
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2 HYDROMECHANICS 

different result is obtained Th 
will be the same as . I . e pressure on the bottom 

m t Je other case th t . 10 per square inch bttt . • a IS, pounds 
, , owmg to the f h h 

of the water are pet·fectl f act t at t e molecules 
Y ree to move th · 10 pounds per square · h . . • IS pressure of 

. me 1s transmitted · · . 
wtth the same intensity. th t . Ill every d1rectton 

. • a IS to say the pomt c d e ~" tr h et d • pressure at any 
' ' ' ./' 6 ' • c., ue to the f f 

is exactly the same and 
1 

orce o 100 pounds, 
, equa s 10 pounds per square inch. 

FrG. I 
FIG. 2 

4 . The foregoing fa t . 
tally by means of a c may b~ eastly proved experimen-
L n apparatus like that h . 

e t the area of the piston a be 20 . s own In Fig. 2. 
inches . of c 1 sq . b square mches; of b, 7 square 

• , uare me · of d 6 s . 
8 square inches. and of ~" 4 ' '. quare mches; of e 

If th , ./, square mches . 
e pressure due to th . · 

lected, and a force of 5 ; Wetght of the water be neg-
is 1 square inch) a poun s be applied at c (whose area 
b , pressure of 5 pounds p . 

e tranrrnitted in all di. . er square mch will 
shall be no movement fl ectJons, and in order that there 

1. , a orce of 6 X 5 _ 30 d 
app Jed at d, 40 pounds ate 20 u - poun s must be 
and 35 pounds at b. ' po nds at f, 100 pounds at a, 

If a force of 99 pounds 
IOn Pounds the . t were applied to a instead f . , pts on a would . ' o 

nse, and the other pistons 
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b, c, d, e, andf would move inwards; but if the force applied 
to a were 100 pounds, they would all be in equilibrium. If 
101 pounds were applied at a, the pressure per square inch 
would be W = 5.05 pounds, which would be transmitted in 
all directions; and, since the pressure due to the load on cis 
only 5 pounds per square inch, it is now evident that the 
piston a will move downwards, and the pistons b, c, d, e, 
and f will be forced outwards. 

5. The whole of the preceding may be summed up as 
follows: 

Tlu pressure per u11it of arm e.t:erted auywltere Oil a liqu£d 
is transmitted mzdimim"s/zed i11 all direct£ous alld acts willi 
tlu same force on ali surfaces, in a directio1z at r ight angles 
to those surfaces. 

This law, first discovered by Pasca l, and accordingly 
named after him, is the most important one in hydrostatics. 
Its meaning should be thoroughly understood. 

EXAMPLB.-If the area of the piston e, Fig. 2, were 8.25 square 
inches and a force of 150 pounds were applied to it, what forces would 
have to be applied to the other pistons to keep the water in equilibrium, 
assuming that their areas were the same as given before? 

150 0 

SoLUTION.-
8

_
25 

= 18.1821b. per square mch, nearly. 

20 X 18.182 = a6S.640 lb. = force to balance a} 
7 X 18.182 = 127.274 lb. = force to balance b 
1. X 18.182 = 18.182 lb. = force to balance c Ans. 
6 X 18.182 = 109.092 lb. = force to balance d 
4 X 18.182 = 72.728 lb. =force to balance f 

DOWNWARD PRESSURE 

6. The pressure due to the weight of a liquicl may be 
downwards, upwards, or sidewise. 

7. In Fig. 3, the pressure on the bottom of the vessel a 
is, of course, equal to the weight of the water it contains 
If the area of the bottom of the vessel b and the depth of the 
liquid contained in it are the same as in the vessel a, the 
pressure on the bottom of b will be the same as on the bottom 
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( a. Suppose the bottoms of the vessels a and bare 6 inche::. 
:quare, anJ that the part c ~in the vessel b is 2 i~ches square, 
and that they are filled With water. Then, smce 1 cubic 
foot of water weighs 62.5 pounds, the weight of 1 cubic inch 

. 62.5 ·' Th of water 1s 1 728 pounu = .03617 pound. e number of , 
cubic inches in a = 6 X 6 X 24 = 864 cubic inches; and 

the weight of the water is 
864 X .03617 = 31.25 pounds. 
Hence, the total pressure on 
the bottom of tht: vessel a 

31.25 is 31.25 pounds, or 
6X6 

= .868 pound per square inch. 
The pressure in b due to 

the weight contained in the 
part be is 6 X 6 X 10 X .O:J617 
= 13. 02 pounds. 

The weight of the part con-
FrG. 3 tained in c d is 2 X 2 x 14 

X .03617 = 2.0255 pounds, and the weight per square inch 

of area in cd is 
2 ·0:55 = .5064 pound. 

8. According to Pascal's law, this weight (pressure) 
is transmitted equally in all directions, therefore, an extra 
weight of .5064 pound is imposed on every square inch of the 
bottom of b c; the area of this is 6 X 6 = 36 square inches, 
and the pressure on it due to the water contained in c d 
is, therefore, 36 X . 506-! = 18.23 pounds; thus, we have a 
total pressure on the bottom of vessel b of 13.02 + 18.23 
= 31.25 pounds, the same as in vessel a. As a result of the 
above law, there is also an upward pressure of .5064 pound 
acting on every square inch of the top of the enlarged part be. 

If an additional pressure of 10 pounds per square inch 
were applied to the upper surface of both vessels, the total 
pressure on each bottom would be 31.25 + (6 x 6 x 10) 
= 31.25 + 360 = 391.25 pounds. 
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If this pressure were to be obtained by means of a weight 
placed on each piston (as shown in Fig. 1, a and b) , we 
would have to put a weight of 6 X 6 X 10 = 360 pounds 
on the piston in vessel a, Fig. 3, and one of 2 X 2 X 10 
= 40 pounds on the piston in vessel b. 

9. The general rule for the downward pressure on the 
bottom of any vessel is as follows : 

Rule.-Tiu pressure o1z tlu bottom of a vessel coutaim·uga 
fluid is indepmdcnl of tire shape ~f flu vcssd, and is equal t~ 
tlu weigltt of a column of tlu jluzd, the area of wlwse .base '.s 
equal to that of tlu bottom of tlu vessel a11d wlzose altttude tS 

tlu distance belwun the bollom and the upper surface of the 
fluid, iucreascd by tlu p1·essure per unit of area 011 lite upper 
smface of the fluid multiplied by tlu area of the bottom of 
tlu vessd, ill case there is aJf)' pressure on tlu surface. 

10. Suppose that the vessel b, Fig. 3, were inverted, 
as shown in Fig. 4, the pressure on the 
bottom would still be .868 pound per 
square inch, but it would require a weight 
of 3,490 pounds on a piston at the upper 
surface to make the pressure on the bottom 
391.25 pounds, instead of a weight of 
40 pounds, as in the other case. 

EXAMPLE.-A \'esse! filled with salt water, 
weighing .03725-! pound per cubic inch, has a 
circular bottom 13 inches in diameter. The top 
of the vessel is fitted with a piston 3 inches in 
diameter, on which is laid a weight of '75 po.unds; 
what is the total pressure on the bottom, tf the PEG. 4 

depth of the water is 18 inches? 

SOLUTION.-Applying the rule, we have 

13 X 13 x .7854 x 18 x .03i254 = 89.01 lb., the pressure due to the 
weight of the water. 

'75 = JO.Gllb. per sq. in., due to the weight on the piston 
3 X 3 X .78.5-1 

13 X 13 X . 7854 X 10.61 = 1,408.29 lb. 

1,408.29 + 89.01 = 1,497.3 lb. = total pressure Ans. 
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UPWARD PRESSURE 

. ~1. In Fig. 5 is represented a vessel of exactly the same 
Size as that shown in Fig. 3. There is no upward pressure on 

the surface c due to the weight of the water 
in the large part c d, but there is an upward 
pressure on c due to the weight of the water 
in the small part b c. The p•·essure per square 
inch due to the weight of the water in be was 
found to be . 506± pound; the area of the 
upper surface c of the large part c dis (6 X 6) 
- (2X 2) = 36- 4 = 32 square inches, and 
the total upward pressure due to the weight 
of the water is . 506-l X 32 = 16.2 pounds. 

If an. additional pressure of 10 pounds per 
square mch were applied to a piston fitting 

FIG. 5 • th f 
Ill e top o the vessel, the total upward 

pressure on the surface c would be 16.2 + (32 x 10) 
= 336.2 pounds. 

12. The general rule for upward pressure is as follows: 

Rule.- The ttpward pressure OJt aJty submerged lwrizontal 
sur face equals the we£gM of a cobmm oft lte liquid whose base 
ltas mt area equal to the area of the submerged surface a 11d 
whose altitude is the distance behuee1t tlu submerged surface 
and tit~ upper surface of the liquid, iucreased by tlu pressure 
per 11mt of area OJt flu upper surface of tlte fluid 11mltiplicd 
by the area of the submerged surfau, ill case of any pressuu 
OJt the upper surface. 

• ExAMPLE.-A horirontal surface 6 incheS by 4 inches is submerged 
m a vessel of ~vater 26 inches below the upper surface; if the pressure 
on the water IS 16 pounds per square inch, what is the total upward 
pressure on the horizontal surface ? 

SoLUTION.-Applying the rule, we get 6 X 4 X 26 X .03617 = 22.57 lb. 
for the upward pressure due to the weight of the water, and 6 X 4 X 16 
= 384 1~. for the upward pressure due to the outside pressure of 16 lb. 
per sq. m. 

Therefore, 384 + 22.57 = 406.57 lb. = the total upward pressure. 

Ans. 
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L .. ~TE~, OR SIDEWISE, PRESSURE 

~3. Suppose that the top of the vessel shown in Fig. 6 is 
10 inches square and that the projections at a and bare 1 inch 
square. The pressure 
per square inch on the 
bottom of the vessel 
due to the weight of the 
liquid is 1 X 1 X 18 X 
the weight of a cubic .I 
inch of the liquid. The t~ 
p ressure at a depth I 
equal to the distance of 
the upper surface of b is I 
1 X 1 X 1 '7 X the weight 
of a cubic inch of the 
liquid. 

Since both of these 
FIG. 6 

pressures are transmitted in every direction, they are also 
transmitted laterally (sidewise), and the pressure per unit of 
area on the projection b is a mean between the two, and equals 

1 x 1 x 11 + 18 x the weight of a cubic inch of the liquid. 
2 

To find the lateral pressure on the projection a, imagine 
that the dotted line c is the bottom of the vessel; then, the 
conditions would be the same as in the preceding case, except 
that the depth is not so great. The lateral pressure per 

11 +12 
square inch on a is thus seen to be 1 X 1 X 

2 
· X the 

weight of a cubic inch of the liquid. 

~4. The genera l r ule for lateral pressure is as follows: 

Rule .-T/u pressure on auy vertical surface due to tlu_ 
weigltt of tlu liquid is equal to t!te ·weigltt of a columJl of t!te 
liquid w!tose base ltas t!te same area as t/u vertical surface 
and wltose altitude is the dept It of tlte cmler of graviiJ' of tlze 
vertical surface below tlu upper surface of the /£quid. 

Auy additio11al pressure is to be added, as iu tlu previous 
cases. 
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EXAl!PLE.-A well 3 feet in diameter and 20 feet deep is filled wtth 
water; what is the p•·essure on a strip of wall 1 inch wide, the top of 
which is 1 foot from the bottom of the well? What is the pressure on 
the bottom ? 'Vhat is the upward pressure per square inch 2 feet 
G inches from the bottom ? 

SOLUTION.-Apptying the rule, the area of the strip is equal to 
its length (= circumference of well) multiplied by its height. The 
length = 36 X 3.1416 = 113.1 in.; height= 1 in.; hence, area of strip 
= 113.1 X 1 = 113.1 sq. in. Depth of center of gravity of strip 
= (20- 1) ft. + i in., the half width of strip = 228! in. Consequently, 
113. I X 228.5 x .03617 = 934.75 rb. = the total pressure on the strip. 

Ans. Th h . h f h . . 934.75 8 e pressure on eac square tnc o t e stnp ts TIIT = .265 lb. , 
nearly. Ans. 

36 X 36 X .7854 X 20 X 12 X .03617 = 8,836 lb., the pressure on the 
bottom. Ans. 

20- 2.5 = 17.5. 1 X 17.5 X 12 x .03617 = 7.596 lb., the upward pres 
sure per square inch 2 ft. 6 in. from the bottom. Ans. 

15. The effects of lateral pressure are illustrated in 
Fig. 7. In the figure, a is a tal l vessel having a stop-cock b 

FIG. 7 

near its base and ar
ranged to floa t upon 
the water, as shown. 
When this vessel is 
filled with water, the 
lateral pressures at 
any two points of the 
surface of the vessel 
opposite each other 
are equal. B e i n g 
equal and acting in 
opposite directions. 
they destroy each 
other, and no motion 
can result; but, if the 

s top-cock is opened, there will be no resistance to the pressure 
acting on that part, and the water will flow out· at the 
same time, the reaction of the jet issuing from the s~op-cock 
causes the vessel to move backwards through the water in a 
direction opposite to that of the issuing jet. 

HYDROMECHANICS 

16. Since the pressure on the bottom of a vessel duhe to 
the weight of the liquid is dependent only on_ the heig t of 
the liquid and not on the shape of the vessel, 1t fol!ows that 
if a vessel has a number of radiating tubes (see F1g. 8) the 

FIG. 8 

water in each tube will be on the same level, no matter _what 
may be the shape of the tubes. For, if t he water were htgher 
in one tube than in the others, the down_ward_ pressure on 
the bottom due to the height of the water m tb1s tube _would 
be greater than that due to the height of the water m the 
other tubes; consequently, the upward pressure would also 
be greater, the equilibrium would be destroyed~ an~ the water 
would flow from this tube into the vessel and nse ~n the other 
t ubes until it was at the same level in all, wh:n 1t woul~ _be 
· il"b · This principle is expressed m the fam1har m equ 1 num. . . 
saying water seeks its level. An application of tins pnn
ciple i~ the g lass water gauge used for showing the level of 
the water in a steam boiler or tank. 

17 . The above principle explains why city water reser
voirs are located on high eleYalions and why water on leav-
ing the bose nozzle spouts so high. . 

If tbe~e were no resistance by friction and a1r, the water 
would spout to a height equal to the level of the water in 
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the reservoirs. If a long vertical pipe, whose length was 
equal to the vertical distance between the nozzle and the 
level of the water in the reservoir, were attached to the 
nozzle, the water would just reach the end of the pipe. If 
the pipe were lowered slightly, the water would trickle out. 
Fountains, canal locks, and artesian wells are examples of 
the application of this principle. 

Ex.uJPLE.-The water level in a city reserYoir is 150 feet above the 
level of the street; what is the pressure of the water per square inch 
on the hydrant? 

SOLUTION.-Applying the rule in Art. 9, 

1 X 150 X 12 X .03617 = 65.106 lb. per sq. in. Ans. 

RBMARK.-In measuring the hei~ht of the water to find the pressure 
that it produces, the ver t ical he•ght, or distance, between the level 
of the water and the point considered is always taken. This vertical 
height is called the head. 

The weight of a column of water 1 inch square and 1 foot hi~h is 
62.5 + 144 = .434 pound, nearly. Hence, if the depth (head) be g•ven, 
the pressure per square inch may be found by multiplying the depth in 
feet by .434. The constant .434 is the one ordinarily used in practical 
calculations. 

18. In Fig. 9, let the a rea of the piston a be 1 square 
inch; of b, -10 square inches. According to Pascal's law, 

FIG. 9 

1 pound placed on a will balance 40 
pounds placed on b. 

Suppose that a moves downwards 
10 inches, then 10 cubic inches of water 
will be forced into the tube b. This will 
be distributed over the entire area of the 
tube b, in the form of a cylinder whose 
cubical contents must be 10 cubic inches, 
whose base has an area of -10 square 
inches, and whose altitude must be ¥u 
= t inch; that is, a movement of 
10 inches of the piston a will cause a 
movement of t inch in the piston b. 

This is another illustration of the well-known principle of 
machines: Tlu force 1mtlt£plied by t/u dista11ce tltrouglt wlticlt 
it acts equals tlu weigltt multiplied by tlu distance tltrouglt 
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. . d on the piston a represents 
wlticlt it moves, smc~, If 1 pou~l h Jf!on b may ·be obtained 
the force P, the eqmvalent welg t IV - 40 p 

. TV X 1_ _ p X 10 whence -
from the equation T - ' 

= 40 pounds. 

f T fact is also recognized, for the 19. Another ami Jar . . n . 
. J1 . 10 . .l. or 40· and stnce lll a }' 

velocity r atiO of p to ~ IS • 4> , It" red by the 
machine the weight equals the force mpu ~p; IV = -10. 

. . 1 V _ p X 40 and when - ' 
velocity ra~JO, -:- . f' th's principle is the hydraulic 
An interestmg apphcatJOn ° 1 

press shown in Fig. 10. 

PIG. 10 

es the lever 0 he forces down the pis-
As the man depress h r der A The water is forced 

ton a upon the waterbin ~ .e t~\~e cyli~der in which the large 
through the bent tCu e km and causes it to rise, thus lifting 
ram, or plunger, wor s, 
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the platform K and compressing the bales. If the area of a 
be 1 square inch, and that of C be 100 square inches, the 
velocity ratio will be 100. 

If the length of the lever between the hand and the ful
crum is 10 times the length between the fulcrum· and the 
piston a, the velocity ratio of the lever will be 10, and the 
total velocity ratio of the hand to the piston C will be 
10 X 100 = 1,000. 

Hence, a force of 100 pounds applied by the hand will raise 
100 x 1,000 = 100,000 pounds. But, if the average move
ment of the hand per stroke is 10 inches, it will require 
~ = 100 strokes to raise the platform 1 inch, a nd it is 
again seen that what is gained in force is lost in speed. 

20. Applications of this principle are seen in the 
hydraulic machines used for forcing locomotive drivers on 
their axles, etc., and for testing the strength of boiler shells. 

ExAliPLE 1.-A suspended vertical cylinder is tested for the tightness 
of its heads by filling it with water. A pipe whose inside diameter is 
1 inch, and whose length is 20 feet, is screwed into a hole in the upper 
htad, and then fiJied with water . What is the pressure per square inch 
on each bead, if the cylinder is 40 inches in diameter and 60 inches long? 

SoLUTJON.-Area of heads = 40' X .7854 = 1,256.64 sq. in. P ressure 
per square inch on the bottom head, due to the weight of the water in 
the cylinder, = 1 X 60 X .03617::..: 2.17 lb. (t)' X .7854 = .04909 sq. in., 
the area of the pipe. .04909 X 20 X 12 X .03617 = .426 lb. = t he weight 
of water in the pipe = the pressure on a surface area of .04909 sq. in. 

The pressure per square inch, due to the water in the pipe, is _
04

1
909 

X .426 = 8.68 lb. per sq. in. upon t he upper head. Ans. 

The total pressure per square inch on the lower head is 8.68 + 2.17 
= 10.85 lb. Ans. 

EXAMPLE 2.-In t he last example, if the pipe is fitted with a piston 
weighing t pound, and a 5-pound weight laid upon it, what is the pres
sure per square inch upon the upper head ? 

SoLUTION.-In addition to the pressure of .426 lb. on the area of 
.04909 sq. in., there is now an additional pressure upon this area of 
5 + t = 5.25 lb., and the total pressure upon this area is .426 + 5.25 

:;:: 5.676 lb. The pressure per square inch is .0:
909 

X 5.676 = 115.6 lb. 
Ans. 
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' . lun erA is 10 inches in diameter, and 
EXAMPLE 3.-I n Ftg. 11, the P g 

11 
p B whicli supplies the 

is forced outwar_ds by mean~ of a! sm:r ~uo~ the 'pump B is i inch in 
press cylinder wtth water. fhe P ung 

F IG. II 

tmds be applied to C by means of the 
diameter. If a force of 100 po 

1 
A raise, if the plunger 

lever D, how great a weight can the p unger 

itself weighs 400 pounds? 
. ressure per square inch that the 

SoLUTION.- Ftrst find the p f C-(L)' X .7854 = .19635sq.in. 
plunger C exerts upon the water. Area o n ~r;a of .19635 sq. in., it will 
Since C exerts a pressure of 100 lb. upon a 

1 lb u n an area of 1 sq. in. This pres-
exert a pressure 100 X 19635 · po 

· . b Eto the cylinder F, where 
sure is transmitted by the water to th:htu .:Ler is forced into F. The 
it forces the plunger _A upwards ~ tt:; of A is the same as that 
pressure per square mch on the o 100 

d b C Hence the total pressure is 10' X .7854 X :19635 
exerte Y · ' I d rft d 
- 40 000 lb. This result, less the weight of A • equals the oa ' e . 

Ther~fore, 40,000- 400 = 39,600 lb. Ans. 
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21. In these examples on the hydraulic press, no allow
ance has been made for the power lost in overcoming the 
friction between the cup leathers and the plunger; this varies 
according to the condition of the leathers and of course . , , 
the s_m_oothness of the plunget; when the leathers are in good 
cond1t1on the loss is about 5 per cent. of the total pressure 
on the ram; when the leathers are o ld, stiff, and dirty the 
loss may amount to 15 per cent. or more. 

PRESSURE UPO~ OBLIQUJ!: SURFACES 

22. According to the law of Pascal, the pressure that a 
fluid exerts upon a surface is at right angles to the surface. 
hence, the pressures exerted upon the oblique sides of th~ 
vessel shown in Fig. 12 are in the direction of the arrows. 

PIG. 12 

. The lengths of the arrows also show the respective mag-
11ttu?es ~f the pressures at the points of application. A 
vert1callme drawn from the point of pressure to the surface 
of the water is called the v ertical head or hydrostatic 
he~,d. The pr~ssure per square inch at any point upon an 
obltq~e surface IS found by the methods previously explained: 
that IS, for wa~er multiply the vertical head in inches b; 
.03617, or multtply the vertical head in feet by .43!. 

Th_e t~tal pressure upon an oblique surface is found by 
mult1plymg the area of the surface by the pressure at the 
center of gravity of the surface. 

HYDROMECHANICS 

PRESSURE IX PTP.ES A~~ CYLINDERS 

~3. Since the pressure is always exerted at righ_t ang_Ies 
to the resisting surfaces, we find that the pressure m a ptpe 

or cylinder is exerted in 
e,·ery direction, as shown by 
the arrows in Fig. 13, which 
is a cross-section through a 
kitchen double boiler; that 
is, a boiler, or cylindrical B 
shell, A within a boiler or 
cylindrical shell B. 

FIC. 13 

The arrows show how the 
pressure of the water in 
1he outJf boiler acts upon 
\be outer and inner shells, 
and also shows how the in
ternal boiler, which is generally made of copper, may ~ollapse 
if it be emptied while the pressure is on the outer boiler.. 

Rule.-To find tlte total pressure in a cylinder, multzply 
1/u an·a of t"ts intenznl surface by tlte pre~sure of tlte water 
· · 1 .E Sltr·Eace Tlte product wdl be t/u total pres
'll zts cell er 0.1 .1' · 

sure witlliu tile cJrliuder. 
A horizontal kitchen boiler is 5 feet long and 14 inches 

E~Al!PLE.- d . b " cted to pressure due to a vertical bead of 
in diameter, an 1s su Je . . 
65 feet. Find the total pressure m the boller. . 

S Area of sides= 14 X 3.1416 X 60 = 2,638.94 sq. m. 
OLUTION.- Area of top and bottom= 14 X 14 X 

.7854 x ~ = 307.88 sq. in. Total area 
= 2,9-16.82 sq. in. Pressure per square 
inch at center of boiler = 65 X .434 
= 28.21 lb. Total pressure = 2,946.82 
X 28.21 = 83,129.79 lb. Ans. 

24. Fig. 1-1 shows by arrows 
the direction of pressure upon the 
elliptical end of a kitchen boiler. 

The total amount of pressure 
tending to force out the elliptical 

FtG 11 end is not equal to tile amount 

of pressure upon it as indicated by the arrows (which would 

402--S 
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be the pressure mutt• r d equal to the r . Ip Ie by the ~rea of the end), but is 
projected are: essure per square mch multiplied by the 

h
. h . . of the end as represented by the line C B 

w tc m th1s cas · ' cylinder. e ts equal to the sectional area of the 

EXA.MPLE.-H th d. 20 inches a d th e tameter of the boiler shown in Fig. 14 IS 
n e pressure pe · h tending to blow out the end / square me 30 pounds, what is the force 

SOLUTION.- 20 X 20 X .'1854 X 30 = 9,424.8 lb. An::.. 

. 25. !he ~ule for finding the pressure exerted by a fluid 
m any dtrectJon upon a surface is as follows: 

R u le .-T/u pressure exerted b•, a jl .d . .., ut t1t a1Z11 di 1 · 
upo!z any sur face is equal to tire wei Itt o a .., . ti(C lOll 

flutd w/wse base is tIre "'ro1ectiou oFt I g. . r.if pr~sm of the 

1 
1 d. . r J './ tte sur.! ace at rtglzt a !. 

o lite trecttoll considered and ~ h 1 • 1 • "g es ' w tose tll!tgltt ts t/u dept!t of 
~!f!&!~~, t/ze cmter of gravity of the surface below 

the level of tlze liquid. 

B . When the pressure per unit of area 
IS so great that the pressure may b 
regarded as uniformly distributed ove e 

o the a rea of th f r F IG. 15 e sur ace pressed against 
the preceding rule holds o d f ' 

surface. Consequently if a r d . g o or a ny 
and a pressure applied' th cy m er IS filled with water 

C 
• e pressure upon any h If . 

o the cylinder as .rl C B Fi _ . a sectiOn 
half from the o~her is equ~l t g~~o, te~dmg to separate one 
cylinder (or the inside d. o e p~oJected area of the half 

. Jameter times the let th f 
cyhnder) multiplied by the d th f lg o the 
of _thefcylinder (or { d) multi:~ed ~y ~~: ~~~~e:t ~ff ~ravbit_y 
umt o water plus the d. cu tc 
the pressure ~er square ';n~~tC:u~~ipt~e dshbell tlnultiplied by 
the cylinder. Ie Y t 1e length of 

If d = the diameter in · h l 
cylinder in inches the me es and = the length of the 
water when the cyiind p_re~su~e, due to the weight of the 

er IS tonzontal and filled with water . 
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d . 
upon the half cylinder A C B == d X l X 2 X the we1ght of 

a cubic inch of water == l X~, X the weight of a cubic inch 

of water. 
The pressure due to an additional pressure of P, pounds 

per square inch == l X d X P,. Thus, if a cylinder 60 inches 
long and 40 inches in diameter, lying horizontally, is filled 
with water, the pressure on any half section, as A C B, due 
to the weight of the water, will be found as follows: 

40' 60 X 2 X .03617 == 1,736.16 pounds 

If there were an additional pressure per square inch of 
50 pounds, the total pressure would be 60 X 40 X 50 

+ 1, 736.16 == 121,736.16 pounds. 

26. If the cylinder were vertical instead of horizontal, 
the depth of the center of gravity would evidently be t I 
·below the surface, and the pressure tending to separate one 
half from the other, due to the weight of the water, would btl 

d X l X ~X weight of a cubic inch of water == d X 
1
: X weight 

of a cubic inch of water. 
Any additional pressure should be calculated as in the 

previous case. 
EXA.YPLB.-\Vhat would be the pressure due to the weight of the 

water, if the cylinder in the last example were vertical? 

60' 
SoLUTION.- 4.0 X 

2 
X .03617 = 2,604.24 lb. Ans. 

2 7 . In the case of a sphere, the projected area is evi
dently the area of a circle whose diameter is the same as the 
diameter of the sphere. Hence, the pressure upon a hemi
sphere, due to the weight of the water, will be d' X . 785+ 

d d ' 
X 2" X the weight of a cubic inch of water - :f X . 785-1 

< the weight of a cubic inch of water . 
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. :he pressure upon a hemisphere whose diameter is 
20 mches, when filled with water, due to the weight of the 
water only rJl b 20' 

'"' e 2 X .78i54 X .03617 = 113.63 pounds. 
For an dd' · . h a ItJOnal pressure P in pounds per square 

d
m.c , the pressure on the hemisphere due to this will be 

X .7854 X P. 

B U OYANT EFFECTS OF WATER 

28. In Fig. 16 is shown a 6-inch cube, entirely s ub-
merged in water. The lateral pressures are equal and in 

op~osite directions. The upward pressure 
actmg on the lower surface of the cube 
= 6 X 6 X 21 X .03617, the downward 
pressure acting on the top of the cube 
= 6 X 6X 15 X. 03617, and the difference 
= 6 X 6 ?< G X .03617 = the volume of 
the cube m cubic inches times the weight 
of 1 cubic inch of water. That is, the 
upward pressure exceeds the downward 
pressure by the weight of a volume of 

FIG. 16 water equal to the volume of t he bod 
Tl' y. 

d 11s excess of upward pressure over the 
own ward pressure acts against gravity . that is th t 

presses the bod · h ' , e wa er 
down. y up ':'t a greater force than it presses it 

1 
• • co~sequently, 1f a body is immersed in a fluid it will 

~se m Weight an amount equal to the weight of the fl 'd . 
displaces Th · · 11 d m It 

: IS IS ca e the principle of Al.·chim 
because It was first stated b h' e<les, y Lm. 

29. The principle of A h' d 
d . rc Ime es may be experimentall 
e;onstrated With the beam scales, as shown in Fig 17 y 

a d rboml one scale pa_n suspend a hoiJow cylinder of .me~al t 
n e ow that a sohd cyl' d f ' 

low . m er a o the same size as the hol-
scal:a:~ of t~e upper cylinder. Put weights in the other 

p until th~y exactly balance the two cylinders. If a 
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be immersed in water, the scale pan containing the weights 
will descend, showing that a has lost some of its weight. 
Now fill t with water, and the volume of water that can 
be poured into twill equal 
that displact:d by a. The 
scale pan that contains 
the weights will gradually 
rise until I is filled, when 
the scales balance again. 

If a body be lighter 
than the liquid in which 
it is immersed, the up
ward pressure will cause 
it to rise and project 
partly out of the liquid, 
until the weight of the 

body and the weight of ~;;;;~~~~~~~~~== 
the liquid displaced are~ 
equal. If the immersed FIG. 17 

body be heavier than the liquid, the downward pressure plus 
the weight of the body will be greater than the upward pres
sure, and the body will fall until it touches bottom or meets 
an obstruction. If the weights of equal volumes of t he liquid 
and the body are equal, the body will remain stationary, and 
be in equilibrium in any position or depth beneath the sur
face of the liquid. 

30. An interesting experiment m confirmation of the 
above facts may be performed as follows: Drop a good egg 
into a glass jar filled with fresh water. The mean density 
of the egg being a little greater than that of water, it will 
fall to the bottom ' of the jar. Now, dissolve salt in the 
water, stirring it so as to mix the salt and fresh water. The 
salt water will presently become denser than the egg, and 
the egg will rise. Now, if fresh water be poured in until tht:. 
egg and water have the same density, t he egg will remain 
stationary in any position that it may be placed below the 
c;urface of the water. 
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EXA.,\fPLES FOR PRACTICE 

1. Suppose a cylinder to be filled with water and placed m an 
upright position. If the diameter of the cylinder be 19 inches, and its 
total length inside be 26 inches, what will be the to tal pressure on the 
bottom_ when a pipe-! inch in diameter and 12 feet long is screwed into 
the cylinder head and filled with water? The pipe is vertical 

Ans. 1,743.2lb. 
2. In the last example, what is the total pressure against the upper 

head? Ans. 1,476.6 lb. 

3. In example 1, a piston is fitted to the upper end of the pipe, and 
an additional force of 10 pounds is applied to the water in the pipe. 
What is the total pressure (a) on the bottom of the cylinder? (b) on 
the upper head ? {(a) 16 184 lb Ans ' · 

. (b) 15,917 lb. 
4. In example 3, what is the pressure per square inch in the pipe 

l: inches from the upper cylinder head ? Ans. 56.0656 lb. per sq. in. 

5. A water tower 80 feet high is filled with water. A pipe 4 inches 
in diameter is so connected to the side of the tower that its center is 
3 feet from the bottom. If the pipe is closed by a flat cover, what is 
the total pressure against the cover? Ans. 420 lb. 

6. In the last example, what is the upward pressure per square 
lnch 10 feet from the bottom of the tower? 

Ans. 30.8828 lb. per sq. in. 
7. A cube of wood, one edgeo2£ which measures 3 feet, is sunk until 

the upper surface is 40 feet below the level of the water; what is the 
total force that tends to move the cube upwards? Ans. 1,687.5 lb. 

CAPILLARY .ATTRACTION 

THE PHENOMENON 

31. If a clean glass rod be placed vertically in water the 
water will be drawn up around the tube. (See a, Fig.' 18.) 
If the sa~e rod be pla?ed in mercury, the liquid will be 
depressed mstead of raised. On examination, it will be 
found that water wets the glass, while mercury does not. 
If the r~d be greased and placed in water, the surface of the 
water will be depressed about the rod. If a clean lead or 
zi~c strip _be placed in mercury, the surface ?f the mercury 
Will be raised about the strip. 
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In the last two cases, the greased rod came out dry, no 
water adhering to it, while the mercury did adhere to the 
lead or zinc strip, which came out wet. . . 

In general, all liquids that will wet the soli_ds placed 10 

them will be lifted, while those that do not will be pushed 

down. 
These phenomena are called capillary attraction. In 

Fig. 18, b is a glass tube in water and c is a glass tube in 

FIG. 18 

mercury. The surface of the water in the tube b is con
cave, while the surface of the mercury in the tube c is 

convex. 
The amount that a liquid will ascend or be depress:d 

varies inversely as the diameter of the tube. Th~s, water _wtll 
rise twice as far in a t ube n inch in diameter as m one -h mch 

in d iameter. 

EXA~PLES OF CAPILLARY ATTRACTION 

32. There are many illustrations of capillary action. It 
is capillary attraction that aids the ascent of sap in the po~es 
of plants. It lifts the oil between the fibers of lamp w1ck 
to the place of combustion. It enables cloth and sponges 
to take up moisture. It causes blotting paper· to absorb 
ink, but when paper is sized, its pores are filled. and the 
ink dries by evaporation. It is capable of exertmg _great 
force as is shown in the effects produced by the swelling of 
wood' and other substances when kept wet. Dry wooden 
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wedges driven into a groove cut around a cylinder of stone, 
and occasionally wet, will cause it to break asunder. As 
the pores between the fibers of a rope run around it in spiral 
lines, the swelling produced by wetting a tight rope will 
cause the fibers to shorten, and to contract the rop(. with 
immense force. 

SP ECIFI C GRAVIT Y 

33. The specific g .L-a.Yi t ;\· of a body is the ratio between 
its weight and the weight of a like volume of water. 

3 4. Since gases are so much lighter than water, it is 
tisual to take the specific gravity of a gas as the ratio 
between the weight of a certain volume of the gas and the 
weight of the same volume of air. 

ExAMPLE.-A cubic foot of cast iron weighs 450 pounds; what is 
its specific gravity, a cubic foot of water weighing 62 5 pounds? 

450 
SoLUTION.-

62
_
5 

= 7.2 Ans. 

3 5. The specific gravtttes of different bodies are given 
in printed tables; hence, if it is desired to know t he weight 
of a solid or liquid body that cannot be conveniently 
weighed, calculate its cubical contents. Multiply the specific 
gravity of th!! body by the weight of a like volume of water, 
remembering that a cubic foot of water weighs 62.5 pounds. 
The weight of a cubic foot of any gas at atmospheric pres
sure and at 32° F. is found in pounds by multiplying its 
specific gravity by .08073. 

EXAMPLE 1.-How much will 3,214 cubic inches of cast iron weigh? 
Take its specific gravity as 7.21. 

SoLUTlON.-Since 1 cu. ft. of water weighs 62.5 lb., 3,214 cu. in. 
<Veigh 

~:~!:X 62.5 = 116.25 lb. 

116.25 X 7.21 = 838.16 lb. Ans. 

ExAMPLE 2.-"'hat is the weight of a cubic inch of cast iron 1 

SOLUTION.-
62.5 

1,728 X 7.21 = .2608 lb. Ans. 
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NoTE -One cubic foot of pure distilled water at a temperature ~f 
1 F h. 1 't · h 62 .,, pounds but the value usually taken m 39.2" a ren 1e1 wetg s ,...., • 

making calculations is 62-j- pounds. 

ExAMPLE 3.-What is the weight in pounds of 7 cubic feet of oxygen? 

SoLUTJON.-One cubic foot of air weighs .08073 lb., and the specific 
gravity of oxygen is 1.1056 compared with air; hence, 

.08073 X 1.1056 X 7 = .62479 lb., nearly Ans. 

EXA ... ~PL"E FOR PR"\.C'l.'ICE 

1. If a cubic foot of a certain alloy weighs 678 pounds, what is its 
. , A~m~ 

specific gravtty. 
2 What is the weight of 12.4 cubic inches (a) of lead? (6) of steel? · · ~ {(a) 5.0964 lb. 

(c) of alummum . Ans. (6) 3.5216 lb. 

{c) 1.116 lb. 

3. The specific gravity of an alloy of lead and zinc is 8.26; what is 
. f b' f t , Ans. 516.25 lb. the wetght o a cu tc oo . 

TABL E I 

Metals 

Osmium . .. ... . ....... ··· · ······· · ·· 
Platinum.- .. . ... · .. · · ·· · · · · · · · · · ·-
Gold ......... · · · · ·· ·· · · · ···· ··· ···· 
l\Iercury ......... . · ... . · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Lead (cast) ........... · · · · · · · · : · · · · · 
Silver . . .. . ....... . .. ········ ·· ····· 
Copper (cast) .. ... .. . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · 
Brass ......... ···· · ······-···· · ····· 
Wrought iron ............. · · · · · · · · · 
Cast iron . ........ · ················· 
Steel ..... . ........... ·.······· · ···· 

Tin (cast) . . .... · · · · ··· · ·· · ··: · · · ·· ·1 
Zinc (cast) .. .. ... .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Antimony . .. .. . ... . .... ···· · ··· · ··· 
Alum inum ........... ······· ·· ···· · · 

Specific 
Gravity 

23.00 
21.50 
19-50 
13.60 
II. 35 
ro.5o 

8.79 
8.38 
7.68 

7.21 
7·84 
7·29 
6.86 
6. 7 I 
2.50 

Weight per 
Cubic Foot. 

Pounds 

1,437·5 
1,343. 8 
1,218.8 

85o.o 

709·4 
656 .3 
549·4 
523.8 
480.0 
450.0 
490.0 
455·6 
428.8 
419-4 
156.3 
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TABLE II 

Woods 

Ash .. . . . .... . ............ . ....... . 
Beech . ............................ . 
Cedar .............. .. ............. . 
Cork ... . ................. . ........ . 
Ebony (American) ................. . 
Lignum vitre ........... . ... .. .... .. . . 
~Iaple ...... . ........... ·. · · · · · · · ·· · · 
Oak (old) . . ............. . ..... . .... . 
Spruce .. . .... .. .... .. .. . ........ . . . 
Pine (yellow) . . ....... . .. . ...... . .. . 
Pine (white) ...... . .. . ............. . 
Walnut .. . ......................... . 

TABL E m 

Liquids 

Acetic acid . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . 
Nitric acid ..... . ...... . ............ . 
Sulphuric acid .. . . . .... .. ...... . ... . 
Muriatic acid ....... . ... . .. . ..... . . 
Alcohol ..................... . ..... . 
Turpentine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . 
Sea-water (ordinary) .. .. .......... . 
l\filk ......... . .......... . . . ...... . . 

Specific 
Gravity 

.845 

. 852 
·561 
-240 

I. 331 
1 ·333 

·15° 
I. qo 

·500 
.66o 

· 554 
.67I 

Specific 
Gravity 

I .062 
I. 217 

1.841 
1.200 

.8oo 

.870 
1.026 
I .032 

Weight per 
Cubic Foot. 

Pounds 

52 .8o 

53-25 
35·06 
IS.OO 
83.19 
83·30 
46.88 
73-IO 
3I.25 
41.20 
34-60 
4I -90 

Weight per 
Cubic Foot. 

Pounds 

66.4 
76 . 1 

II$.1 

75.0 
so.o 

54·4 
64.r 

64·5 

TABLE IV 

Gases* 

Atmospheric air .. . ........ . ....... . 
Carbonic acid ....... . . . . .... . ...... . 
Carbonic oxide ...... .. ........... ... . 
Chlorine .. . ......... . . . ...... . . . ... . 
Oxygen . ... ......... . ....... . ..... . 
Nitrogen ... . ............... . .... . . . 
Smoke {bituminous coal) ............ . 
Smoke (wood) ..... . ......... . ..... . 
t Steam at 212° F ................... . 
Hydrogen ......................... . 

Weight 
Specific per 
Gravity Cubic Foot. 

1.0000 
1.5290 

·9674 
2-4400 
l.ros6 

·9736 
.1020 
.0900 
·4700 
.0692 

Pounds 

.08073 

.12344 

.078Io 

.19700 

.08925 

.o786o 

.oo8I5 

.00727 

· 0379° 
· 00559 

*At 32• F., and under a pre~ure of one atmosphere. 
t The specific gravity of steam at any temperature and pressure com

pared with air at the same temperature and pressure is .622. 

TABLE V 

Weight 

Miscellaneous Substances 
Specific per 
Gravity Cubic Foot. 

Pounds 

En1ery ............................ . 4-00 250 
.Glass (average) .................... . 2 . 8o 175 
Chalk ............... . ............. . 2.78 174 
.Granite ............................ . 2.65 166 
Jlfarble ............... . ...... . ... . . . 2.70 169 
Stone (common) ...... . .... . .. . .... . 2.52 ISS 
Salt (common) .................... . . 2. 13 133 
Soil (common) .......... . .. .. .... . I .98 124 

Clay ...... ......... . . . .......... ·: .. l. 93 I 21 
Brick ............................. . I .90 II8 
Plaster of Paris (average) ........... . 2.00 125 
Sand .. . .... . .. . .. .. ......... . 1.8o II3 
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HYDROKINETICS 

INTRODUCTION 

VELOCITY OF EFFLUX 

36. Hydroldne tics, also called hydrodynamics and 
hydraulics, treats of water in motion. 

37. If a small aperture be made in a vessel containing 
water, the velocity with which the water issues from the 

vessel is the same as if it had 
fallen from the level of the 
surface to the level of the aper
ture, all resistance being neg
lected. This velocity is called 
the v elocity of e tnnx. 

The vertical height of the 
level surface of the water 
above a horizontal line through 
the center of the aperture is 

FIG. 19 called the h ead. In Fig. 19, a 
is the head for the aperture A; b is the head for the aper
ture B; and c is the head for the aperture C. 

\Vere it not for the resistance of the air, friction, and the 
effect of the fa lling particles, the issuing water would spout 
to the level of the water in the vessel ; that is, to a height 
equal to its head. 

TITE CONTRAC'J.'ED Y"EIN 

38. ·when water issues from an orifice in a thin plate 
(see Fig. 20), or from a square-edged odice (see Fig. 21), 
the stream is contracted at a short distance from the orifice, 
and expands again to the full size of the orifice. The point 
at which the contraction is greatest is at a d istance from the 
orifice equal to about one-half of the djameter of the orifice. 

, 
\ 
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H1 con~equence of this contraction, the velocity of efflux is 
slightly reduced from the theoretical value, and the quantity 
discharged is greatly reduced. This contraction is called 
the contracte(l v ein, a name given to it by Sir Isaac 

Newton. 

FIG. 2ll FIG. 21 

If water pipes be connected to a tank so that the orifice is 
of the same diameter as the pipe, the flow of water is con
siderably reduced by the presence of the contracted vein. 

' To avoid this the connections to the tank should be made 
' funnel-mouthed. 

FIG. 2.2 

The contracted vem IS shown in Fig. 22 in an iron-pipe 
connection A to a tank. A lead-pipe connection B to the 
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same tank is funnel-mouthed, so as to avoid the contracted 
vein_ If the pipes A and B have the same inside diameter, 
the same length, and have the same vertical head, the 
velocity of flow at the outlet of B will be considerably 
greater than at the outlet of A. 

THE MEA...~ VELOCITY 

39. Water flowing through a pipe has different veloci
ties at different points of the section, the water nearest the 
surface of the pipe being retarded by friction. The mean 
velocity of discharge is that velocity which, multiplied by 
the area of the section, will give a product equal to the 
amount discharged in a given time. Hence, to find the 

• mean velocity in feet per second, we use the following 
rule: 

Rule.- Divide tlu 111t111ber of cubic jut of water discharged 
£u 1 second by tlu area of flu orijice £n square feet_- tlu result 
wilt be tlu velocity in feet per second. 

That is, Q 
v. =A' 

when v .. 
Q 
A 

= the mean velocity of efflux in feet per second; 
number of cubic feet discharged in one second; 

- area of cross-section of pipe in square feet. 

EXAliiPLB.-A pump delivers 1,000 cubic feet of water in 100 minutes 
through a 2-inch pipe, actual inside diameter. 'Vhat is the mean 
velocity of efflux in feet per second ? 

1,000 1 
SoLUTION.- 100 X 60 = G cu. ft. per sec. 2' X . 7854 = 3.1416 

. 3.1416 f f . 
b<t· m. = ~ sq. t. = area o p1pe. Then, 

1 3.1416 144 
Vm = 6 + -m- = 6 X 3.1416 = 7.64- ft. per sec. Ans. 
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FLOW OF WATER IN PIPES 

RULES FOR VELOCITY OF DISCHARGE 

4:(), When water flows from one reservoir to another 
through a pipe, the velocity of efflux is considerabiy less 
than the theoretical velocity due to the head. This loss is 
rlue to several causes, but is principally caused by the friction 
of the water against the inside surface of the pipe. This 
friction varies directly as the length of the pipes, and inversely 
as the diameter; that is, the friction in a pipe 200 feet long 
is twice as much as in a pipe 100 feet long, and the friction 
in a pipe 4 inches in diameter is only half as much as in a · 
pipe 2 inches in diameter, the velocity remaining the same 
in both cases. The friction also varies nearly as the square 
of. the velocity . 

l= 
d= 
I= 

mean velocity of discharge in feet per second; 
total head in feet = the vertical distance 
between the level of the water in the reservoir 
and the point of discharge; 
length of pipe in feet; 
diameter of pipe in inches; 
coefficient of friction. 

Then, for straight cylindrical pipes of uniform diameter, 
the mean velocity of effiux may be calculated by the follow
ing rule : 

Rule.-T/u tlll'fW velocity of disclzarge equals 2.815 t£mes 
tlu square root of flu quotient obfaiued by div£di1lg tlu lund 
ill feet multiplied by the diameter ill incites, by tlu lengtlt £1l 
fert multipl£ed b)' tlu coe.ffidmt of frictioll plus .125 of t!te 
diameter of tlu pipe ht inc/us. 

That is, 
. 1 ltd 

·u., = 2.315 V f l + .125 d 

EXAMPLE.-What is the mean velocity of efflux from a 6-inch pipe 
5,780 feet long, if the head is 170 feet? Take/= .021. 
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SOLUTION.-Applying the rule just given, we have 

7/ - 2 315 • I 170 X 6 
"' - . "Y .021 X 5,780 + .125 X 6 = 6.69 ft. per sec. Ans. 

41. When the pipe is very long compared with the 
diameter, as in the preceding example, the following rule 
may be used: 

. Rule.-Tiu mean velocity of the discharge equals !J.815 
lt11us the square roo~ of tlu quott"ent obtained by d£vz"dt"1lg t!te 
product of the lte~d tit feet and dz"amda in iuc!tes by t!te prod
uct of flu coeffictmt of frii:tio1t and the lmgtlt of the pipe in 
fut. 

That is, . I hd 
v., = 2. 315 v f 1 ' 

in which the letters have the same meaning as m the pre
ceding rule. 

ExAJI!PLE.-In the preceding example, calculate the value of v J:iy 
the rule last given. ~· 

SoLUTION.-Applying the rule, we have 

7/ - • I 170 X 6 . 
"'- 2.315 y_021 X 5,780 = 6.71 ft. per sec. Ans. 

The above rule may be used when the length of the pipe 
exceeds 10,009 times its diameter. 

42~ The actual head necessary to produce a certain 
veloc1ty v,.., may be calculated by the following rule: 

. Rule.-The total head in feet uecessary to produce a vcloc
tly of _efllux v,.. ~-1l ~straight cyli11drical pipe is equal to the 
coefficunt. of_ fnclton multiplied by the length of the pipe itt 
feet multzplud b;: ~he square of the meau vdocity of e.flltt.r £

11 
l_ec~ per second dzvzded by 5.86 times tlu diamder of the pipe 
t1l tnclus plus .0£88 liiJteS tlu square of tlu memt velocity. 

That is, flv • 
h = 5.36d+ .0233v.,,' 
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ExAMPLB.-A 7-inch pipe 6,000 feet long is required to deliver water 
with a velocity of 7 feet per second. What must be the necessary head? 
Assume/= .026. 

SOLUTio:-~.-Applying the rule, we have 

It _ .026 X 6,000 X 49 + .02::1!\ x 49 = 20-1.87 ft .. nearly Ans. 
5.36 X 7 

RULES FOR QUAN'l'JTY DISCHARGED FROM PIPES 

43. The rules just given are made use of in ascertain
ing the quantity of water that will be discharged from a 
pipe in a given time, with a given head. This is readily 
found by multiplying the area of the orifice by the mean 
velocity; thus, Q = A v,. . 

Since A = . 7854 d' = area of the in"side of the pipe, the 
quantity discharged can be readily calculated as soon as "l'., 
is known. This method gives the discharge in cubic feet( 
per second, when the diameter dis taken in feet. One cubic 
foot contains 7.48 gallons; hence, when d is taken in feet, 
Q = . 7854 d 2 vm X 7.48 gallons. If d is taken in inches, 

•785-1 d· 
Q = · "' X 7.48 or Q = . 0-108 d• v.,. The gallon here 

14-1 "" ' 
referred to is the Winchester gallon, measuring 231 cubic 
inches. 

Rule.-Tiu discharge in gallons per second equals .01,08 
times the square of the diameter of tlu pipe t"tt £uclus mult£
plied b)' tlu mean veloc£ty of e.fllu.r iu feet per seco11d. 

ExAMPLE.-'Vhat is the discharge in gallons per minute from a 
6-incb pipe, if the mean velocity of efflux is 5.6 feet per second ? 

SoLUTION.-By the rule, Q = .04.08 X 36 X 5 6 = 8.225 gal. per sec . 
8.225 X 60 = 493 . .3 gal. per min. Ans. 

44. If the diameter of the pipe and the discharge are 
known, the mean velocity can be readily found from the 
fol!owing rule: 

Rule.-The mean velocity of discltarge equals £J,.61 times 
tile mtmber of gallo11s dischm·ged per second divided by tlu 
square of the diameter of t/u pipe iu £11c/zes. 

402-~ 
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That is, 24-.51 Q 
v., = d' 

EXAMPLE.-A 5-inch pipe is discharging 360 gallons per minu.:e. 
'Vhat is the mean velocity of efflux? 

<!6J 
SoLUTION.- 60 = 6 gal. discharged per sec: By the rule just 

given, 
24.51 X 6 

11
JR = 2-5 = 5.88~ ft. per sec. Ans. 

45. If the head, the length of the pipe, and the diameter 
of the pipe are given, to find the discharge, use the following 
rule: · 

Rule.-Tite discltarge £1t gallons per secoud equals .0944.5 · 
times tlu square of the di.ameter of tlu pipe i1t £nc/zes mult£
pHed by ~lu squa~e root of_ the quotimt obta£ued by div£d£ug 
the !te~d ttt feet ~m~es tl~e dtameter of the pipe i1t £nches by t/ze 
coejftct_mt of .frz~tton tunes the leugth of the pipe £1t feet pltes 
.125 ttmes the dtameter of tlte pipe in inc/us. 

That is, Q = .09445 d' V. It d 
fl+ .I25d 

To ~nd the value off, calculate "'•• by the rule in Art. 41, 
assummg thatf = .025, and get the final value off from 
the following table: 

TABLE VI 

11m f 11m f V~~:r f 

. I .o686 . 7 ·0349 2 . 0265 

. 2 .0527 .8 .0336 3 .0243 
·3 · 0457 ·9 .0325 4 .0230 
·4 .04I5 T .0315 6 . 0214 
. 5 . 0387 If .0297 8 .0205 .6 .o365 It .0284 I2 .0193 
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ExA~IPLE.-The length of a pipe is 6,270 feet, its diameter isS inches, 
and the total head at the point of discharge is 215 feet. How many 
gallons are discharged pe r minute ? 

SoLUTION.-Using the rule in Art. 41, 

. I 215 X 8 
11.., = 2 .. 315 'V _

025 
X 

6
,
270 

= 7.67 ft. per sec., nearly 

For 11. , = 6, f = .0214, and for 11m = S,f = .0205. .0214- .0205 
= .0009 = difference for a difference in the 11 .. s of 8 - 5 = 2 ft. per sec. 

7.67- 6 = 1.67. Hence, 2: 1.67 = .0009 : x, or x = .00075Hi. Using 
but four decimal places, x = .0008. Since the value off is smaller for 
11. , = 8 than for 11., = 6, the value off for 11," = '1.67 is .0214 - .0008 
= .0206. Hence, using the rule in Art. 45, 

- 8i I 215 X 8 - 21 97' l Q = ·09440 X J .0206 X 6,270 + .125 X 8 - . ~ ga. per t;ec., 
neady. 

21.974 X 60 = 1,318.44 gal. per min. Ans. 

46. Jf it is desired to find the head necessary to give a 
discharge of a certain number of gallons per second through 
a pipe .whose length and diameter are known, calculate the 
mean velocity of efflux by using the rule in Art. 44. Find 
the value of f (from the table) corresponding to this value 
of v · substitute these values of f and v., in the rule in 

''" 
Art. 42, and calculate the he~d. 

Ex.AMPLE.-A 4-inch pipe 2,000 feet long is to discharge 24,000 gallons 
of water per hour. \Vhat must be the head ? 

SOLUTION.- 6~;t'~
0~0 = 6~ gal. per sec. Using the rule in Art. 44, 

11», = 
24·5~: 6t = 10.2 ft. per sec. In Table VI,/= .0005 for 11,., = 8, 

and .0193 for 11., = 12. .020a - .0193 = .0012 = difference for a differ
ence in the 11mS of 12 - 8 = 4 ft. per sec. 10.2- 8 = 2.2. Hence, 
4: 2.2 = .0012 : .r, or x = .00066 = .0007 when using but four decimal 
places.• Then, .0205 - .0007 = .019B =/for 11m= 10.2. 

Substituting in the rule in Art. 42, 

lz = .0198 X 2,000 X 10.2' + .0233 X 10.2~ = 194.6 ft., nearly. Ans. 
s.a6 >< 4 
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INFLUENCE OF BENDS 

47. In laying pipes, all 
avoided as much as possible. 

FIG. 23 

bends and elbows should be 
When they are absolutely nec

essary, they should be 
as large as the circum
stances will permit ~o 
as to change the direc
t ion gradually. Sudden 
changes in direction de
stroy the velocity very 
rapidly, and, conse
quently, reduce the dis
charge. A reduction or 
increase in the size of 
the pipe, owing to the 
screwing on of branch 

FIG. 2t . 
. . p1pes smaller or larger 

than the mam ptpe also reduces the velocity. ' 
When bends are necessary, it is better to round the 

h . F" m, as 
s _own m 1g. 23, than to have a sharp bend, as shown in 
F1g. 24. A bend at right angles, as shown in Fig. 25, is 

FIG. 25 

very destructive to the velocity. 
shown in Fig. 26, should be used 
should be made as large as possible. ' 

FIG.26 

A rounded elbow, as 
in which the radius 
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48. The foregoing examples have all been based on the 
assumption that all of the pipes were straight, but in cases 
where the pipe changes its direction the following additions 
to its length may be made to compensate for the loss due 
to friction: 

For every square elbow or T on an iron pipe or a very 
sharp bend or branch on a lead .pipe allow an increase in 
length of thirty-eight times the diameter of the pipe. 

The friction of water passing through a lead pipe having 
a radius of five times the diameter of the pipe is very little 
in excess of that through a straight pipe of the same length 
as the bend. 

Rust in iron pipes reduces the velocity of the water pass
ing through, not only by the roughened surface, but a lso by 
a contraction of the waterway. 

49. When wrought-iron pipes are used for conveying 
water, the ends of the pipes should be reamed out before 
being screwed into the fittings, to take off the '' burr " made 
by the pipe cutters; when lead pipes are used, both ends 
should be s lightly openP.d before being joined together, so 
that no sharp edges shall be left inside for the water to 
impinge against. 

EX.lto..MPL ES FOR PRACTICE 

1. A 6-inch pipe 2 miles long discharges water under a head of 
'iS feet. What is the mean velocity of discharge? 

Ans. 3.13 ft. per sec. 

2. If the pipe in the above example had been i mile long, what 
would have been the mean velocity? Ans. 6.63 ft. per sec. 

3. A 4-inch pipe discharges 2SO gallons of water per minute. What 
is the mean velocity of efflux? Ans. 7.15 ft. per sec. 

4. A 7-inch pipe is required to discharge 51 ,200 gallons of water 
per hour. If the length of the pipe is 3,160 feet, what is the necessary 
head? Ans. 90.26 ft 

5. If 14,000 gallons per minute are discharged through a 16" X 18" 
rectangular orifice. what is the mean velocity of efflux in feet per 
Recond? Ans. 15.6 f t . per sec. 
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P UMPS 

THE A CTI ON OF P UMPS 
50. Purpose -A PUDl. · h . f . r · P IS a mac me or conveymg 

lquids fr_om one level to a higher level or for performing 
work eqUivalent to such an operation. 

. 51. Cll_lssification of P Um.ps .-Pumps may be d ivided 
rnto three. general_ divisions, according to the service they 
perform, VIZ., sttcltOJ~ P_uutps, lifti11g pumps, and force pumps. 
Th~y may also be d1v1_ded into two general classes, sillgle
actmg and double-acltug pumps, according as the tak 

t . . d y e 
wa er on one s1 e or on both sides of the t · A · wa er· ptston 
ccordm~ to the a~rangement of the pump cylinders, the; 

are class_1fied as sm~pl~, d~tplex, or triplex pumps. As 
pum~s. dtsplace the hqUtds In various ways, they may also 
be ~tvlde~, according to the method .of displacement into 
reczprocat mg, c_mtrifugal, and rotary pumps. Reciproc~ting 
pumps only Will be considered here. 

5~. T h e S~ction Prunp.-A section of an ordinary 
suctwn pump IS shown in diagrammatic form in Fig. 27. 

Suppose the piston, 
or buc k et, as it is 
commonly termed, to 
be at the bottom of 
t he cylinder and to 
be just on the point 
of moving upward 
in the direction of the 
arrow. As the piston 
rises it leaves a par
tial vacuum behind 
it, and the atmos
pheric pressure on 
the surface of the 
water in the well 
causes it to rise in the. 
p ipe P for the same 
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reason that the mercury rises in the barometer tube. The 
water rushes up the pipe and lifts the suction valve V, filling 
the empty space in the cylinder B caused by the displacement 
of the piston. When the piston has reached the end of its 
stroke, the water entirely tills the space between the bottom 
of the piston and the bottom of the cylinder, and also the 
pipe P. T he instant the piston begins its down stroke, the 
water in the chamber B begins to flow back into the well, 
and its downward flow forces the valve V to its seat, thus 
preventing any further escape of the water. As the piston 
descends, the water must give way to it , and since the suc· 
tiol! valve Vis closed, the bucket valves 11, 11 must open, and 
thus allow the water to pass through the piston, as shown in 
the right-hand figure. When the piston bas reached the end 
of its downward stroke and commenced its upward move
ment again, the water flowing through the piston quickly 
closes the valves u , 11. All the water resting on the top of 
the piston is then lifted by the piston on its upward stroke 
and.discharged through the spout A; the valve Vagain opens 
and the water fills the space below the piston, as before. 

53. I t is evident t hat the distance between the piston, 
when at the top of its stroke, and the surface of the water 
in the well must not exceed 34 feet, t he highest column of 
water that the pressure of the atmosphere will sustain, since, 
other wise, t he water in the pipe would not rise and fill the 
cylinder as the piston ascended. I n practice, this distance 
should not exceed 28 feet. This is due to the fact that there 
is a little a ir left between the bottom of the piston and the 
bottom of the cylinder, a little a ir leaks through the valves, 
which are not perfecly air-tight, and a pressure is needed 
to raise the valve against its own weight, which, of course, 
acts downward. 

There are many varieties of the suction pump, differing 
principally in the construction of the valves and piston, but 
t he principle is the same in all. 

54. The L if ting P n.n1.p.-In some cases it is desired to 
raise water higher than it can be forced by the p ressure of 
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the atmosphere into the chamber of a simple suction pump, 
such as is shown in Fig. 27. To accomplish this the pump 
chamber with its bucket and valves are set at a distance 
above the supply not exceeding that to which the air will 
successfully force the water. A closed pipe P, Fig. 28, called 
the delivery, or discharge, pipe, is then led from the upper 
part of the chamber to the point where it is desired to deliver 
the water. Such a pump is often called a lifting pu.m.p. 

FtG. 28 FIG. 29 

In order to prevent the leakage of water around the piston 
rod, a stuffingbox S is provided. The lower end of the dis
charge pipe P' is sometimes fitted with a valve c to prevent 
the water flowing back into the pump chamber; this valve is 
not essential to the operation of the pump, however, since 
the valve V prevents the water in the chamber and discharge 
pipe discharging during the downward motion of the piston. 

While it is customat·y to consider lifting pumps and suc
tion pumps as two different types of pumps, there is in. 
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reality no difference in their operation, as a careful study of 
Figs. 27 and 28 will show. The only difference is that the 
water is discharged by a suction pump at the level of the 
pump, while a lifting pump discharges the water above 
the level of the pump. 

55. Fo1·ce Pumps.-The force pump differs from tht 
lifting pump in one important particular, that is, in the fact 
that its piston is solid. A section of a force pump is shown 
in Fig. 29. As the piston ascends, as shown in the left
hand figure, the pressure of the atmosphere forces the water 
up the suction pipe P; the water opens the suction valve V 
and flows into the pump cylinder. When the piston moves 
down, as shown in the right-hand figure, the suction valve 
is closed and the delivery valve V' opened. The water in the 
pump cylinder is now forced up the delivery pipe P'. When 
the piston again begins to move upward, the delivery valve 
is closed by the water above it and the suction valve opened 
by the pressure of the atmosphere on the water below it. 

56. When force 
pumps are used to 
convey water to 
great heights or to 
force water against 
heavy pressures, 
the great pressure 
of the water makes 
it extremely diffi
cult to keep the 
water from leaking 
past the piston, and 
the constant repair
ing and renewal of 
the piston packing 
becomes a nuisance 
and involves serious 
expense. To obvi
ate this drawback. FIG. 30 
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plunger pumps have been designed, one of which is shown 
diagrammatically in Fig. 30. The action does not differ in 
any way from that of the piston force pump. During the 
up stroke of the plunger, the suction valve is open and the 
delivery val vc is closed; during the down stroke, the suction 
valve is closed and the delivery valve is open. · 

57. The force pumps shown so far are single-acting 
that is, the water is forced into the delivery pipe only dur
ing the down stroke or forward stroke of the piston or 
plunger. Force pumps, either of the piston or plunger 
pattern, may be constructed so as to force water into the 
delivery pipe both during the forward and return stroke. 
They are then called double-acting, and used wherever a 
nearly continuous discharge is necessary. To discharge 
a given quantity of water, more power is required with a 
single-acting than with a double-acting pump; furthermore, 
the shocks on the pump and piping are less severe with the 
double-acting pump. 

A double-acting force pump of the piston pattern is shown 
diagrammatically in Fig. 31. Such a pump has two sets of 

suction valves and 
deli very valves, one set 
for each side of the 
piston. With the pis
ton moving in the 
direction of the arrow, 
the pressure of the 
atmosphere forces the 
water up the suction 
pipe P into the left
hand end of the pump 
cylinder, the left-hand 
suction valve opens 
and the left-hand de-

l~~~~~~~s~~!EIIIIivery valve is closed. 
The piston in moving 

PIG. 31 w the right, displaces 
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~he water in the right-hand end of the pump cylinder; as a 
consequence, the right-hand suction valve is closed and the 
right-hand delivery valve opens. The water now flows up 
the delivery pipe P'. Imagine that the piston is at the end 
of its stroke and commences to move to the left. Its first 
movement promptly closes the left-hand suction valve 
and opens the left-hand delivery valve. It also closes 
the right-hand delivery vah•e and opens the right-hand 
suction valve. 

It is thus seen that with the arrangement given, which 
shows the principle of ope ration of all double-acting pumps, 
the piston will discharge water both during the forward and 
the return stroke. " fhile the pump shown is a horizontal 
pump, it may be vertical as well. 

AIR CHAMBERS 

58. In order to obtain a continuous Row of water in 
the delivery pipe, with as nearly a uniform velocity as pos
sible, an air chamber is usually placed on the delivery 
pipe of force pumps as near to the pump cylinder as the con
struction of the machine will allow. The air chambers are 
usually pear-shaped, with the small end connected to the 
pipe. They are filled with air, which the water compresses 
during the discharge. During the suction, the air thus 
compressed expands and acts as a11 accelerating force on 
the moving column of water, a force that diminishes with 
the expansion of the air and helps to keep the velocity of the 
moving column more nearly uniform. An air chamber 
is sometimes placed upon the suction pipe. These air cham
bers not only tend to promote a uniform discharge, but also 
to equalize the stresses upon the pump and prevent shocks 
due to the incompressibility of water. They subserve the 
same purpose on pumps that a flywheel does on the steam 
engine. Unless the pump moves very slowly, it is absolutely 
necessary to have an air chamber on the delivery pipe oi 
single-acting pumps. 
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THE HYDRAULIC RAl\[ 

59. The construction of a hydraulic ram. is shown in 
Fig. 32. This machine is used for raising water from a 
point below the level of the water in a spring or reservoir to 
a point considerably higher, with no power other than that 
afforded by the inertia of a moving column of water. In the 
figure, a pipe a, called the drive pipe, connects the ram 
with the reservoir; the valve b slides freely in a guide, and 
is provided with locknuts to regulate the distance that the 
valve can fall below its seat. When the water is first turned 

lba. 32 

on by opening the valve n, the valve b is already opened, 
and the water flows out through c, as shown. As the dis
charge continues, the velocity of the water in the drive pipe 
will increase until the upward pressure against the valve b 
is sufficient to force the valve to its seat. The actual closing 
of the valve takes place very suddenly, and the momentum 
of the column of water, which was moving with an increas
ing velocity through the drive pipe a, will very rapidly force 
some water through the valve d into the air chamber f. 
Immediately after this a rebound takes place, and for a short 
interval of time the water flows back up the drive pipe a anj 
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tends to form a vacuum under the air-chamber valve d; 
this opens the snifter valve g and admits a little air, which 
accumulates under the valve d and is forced into the air 
chamber with the next shock. This air keeps the air cham
ber constantly charged; otherwise, the water, being under 
a greater pressure in the air chamber than it is in the reser
voir, would soon absorb the air in the chamber and the ram 
would cease to work until the chamber was recharged with 
air. The rebound also takes the pressure off the under side 
of valve b and causes it to drop, and the above-described 
operations are repeated. The deli very pipe is shown at e; 
a steady flow of water is maintained through it by the pres
sure of the air in the chamber f; this air also acts as a cushion 
when valve b suddenly closes, and prevents undue shock to 
the parts of the ram. 

The height to which water can be raised by the hydraulic 
ram depends on the weight of the valve band the velocity 
of the water in a. 

STEAM PID1PS 

60. Steam pum..ps are force pumps operated by steam 
acting on the piston of a steam engine directly connected 
to the pump, and in many cases cast with the pump. A 
section of a double-acting steam pump, showing the steam 
and water cylinders, with other details, is illustrated in 
Fig. 33. Here G is the steam piston, and R the piston rod, 
which is secured at its other end to the pump plunger P. 
F is a partition cast with the cylinder, which prevents the 
water in the left-hand half from communicating with that 
in the right-hand half of the cylinder. Suppose the piston 
to be moving in the direction of the arrow. When the pis
ton has arrived at the end of its stroke, the water space in 
the left-hand half of the pump cylinder will have been 
increased by an amount equal to the area of the cross-section 
of the plunger, multiplied by the length of the stroke, and 
the volume of the right-hand half of the cylinder will have 
been diminished b; a like amount. In consequence of this, 
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a volume of water in the right-hand half of the cylinder 
equal to the volume displaced by the plunger in its forward . 
movement will be forced through the valves f/', f/', through 
the orifice D, into the air chamber A, and then discharged 
through the delivery pipe H. By reason of the partial 
vacuum in the left-hand half of the pump cylinder, owing to 
this movement of the plunger, the water will be drawn from 
the reservoir through the suction pipe C into the cha_mber 

K K, lifting the valves S', S', and filling the space displaced 
by the plunger. During the return stroke the water will be 
drawn through the valves S, S into the right-hand half of 
the pump cylinder, and at the same time water will be dis
charged from the left-hand half through the valves V V out 
through the pipe H , as before. Each of the four 'su~tion 
and four discharge valves is kept to its seat when not work-· 
ing, by light springs, as shown. ' 

61 •. T~ere are ~any varieties and makes of steam pumps, 
the maJonty of whtch are double-acting. In many cases two 
steam pumps are placed side by side, having a common 
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deli,·ery pipe. This arrangement is called a duplex pump. 
It is nsualLo so set the steam pistons of duplex pumps so that 
when one is completing the stroke, the other is in the middle 
of its slroke. A double-acting duplex pump made to run in 
this manner, and haYing an air chamber of sufficient size, 
will deliver water with nearly a uniform velocity. 

In mine pumps for forcing water to great heights, the 
plungers are made solid, and in most cases extend through 
the pump cylinder. In many steam pumps, pistons are 
used instead of plungers, but when very heavy duty is 
required, plungers are preferred. 

CALCULATW~S RELATING TO PUMPS 

62. To find the size of the plunger cylinder to discharge 
a given number of gallons of 231 cubic inches per minute: 

Let G = number of gallons discharged per minute; 
S = plunger speed in feet per minute; 
d = diameter of cylinder in inches. 

Then, the theoretical diameter equals -1.95 times the square 
root of the number of gallons discharged per minute divided 
by the plunger speed in feet per minute. 

Since there is always more or less slip of the water past 
the plungers, it is usual to add one-fourth of the required 
number of gallons to the value given to G in the above rule 
to allow for this slip. Doing so, we have the following rule: 

Rule.-T/u diameter of t/u cylinder iu incites equals 
5.585 t£mes t/u sq~tare root of tile quotimt obtained by 
dividillg tile Jmmber of gat!ous discflarg~d per minute by lite 
pbmger speed in feet per minute. 

That is, d= 5.535~ 
This rule should always be used when calculating the size 

of the plunger cylinder to discharge a certain number of 
gallons per minute. The piston speed is the number of feet 
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t raveled per minute by the plunger when forcing water_; 
that is, it equals the length of the stroke in feet multiplied 
by the number of working strokes per minute. If the pump 
is double-acting, the number of working strokes is the same 
as the total number of plunger strokes, both forward and 
back; if single-acting, half of that number. 

EXAliPLE.-What should be the diameter of a pump plunger required 
to discharge 130 gallons of water per minute, the speed of the plunger 
being 115 feet per minute? If the pump is double-acting and the stroke 
is two times the diameter, how many strokes must it make per minute, 
and what is the length of the stroke ? 

.A I. ./i30 88" SoLUTION.- pp ymg the rule, d = 5.535 ·y IT5 = 5. m., say 5i in· 
Ans. 

Since the stroke is twice the diameter, 

Stroke = 5i X 2 = llf" = 
11

1;
5 

ft. Ans. 

11 75 115 X 12 
Number of strokes= 115 + ---i2 = 

11
_
75 

= 117.44 strokes per 

min., nearly. Ans. 

This speed is rather high (or a pump, and should be 
employed only when absolutely necessary. 

63. To find the approximate discharge in gallons per 
minute of a pump when the diameter and plunger speed are 
known, use the following rule : 

R ule .- Tile 1W111ber of ga/lous disc!targed per mimtle equals 
.09264 times tlu square of tlte diameter in iuclus multipLied 
by tlu plu1lger speed itt feet per miuute. 

That is, G = .03264 d'S 

The same allowance bas been made for the slip in this 
tule that was allowed in the rule in Art. 6 2 . If the theo
retical discharge is required, the number of gallons dis
charged per minute equals .0-!08 times the square of t he 
diameter in inches m ultipl ied by the plunger speed in feet 
per m inute. 

T hat is, G = .0408d' S 
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EXA.MPLE.-{a) What is the probable discharge of a duplex double
acting pump whose plungers are 10 inches in diameter, stroke 24 inches, 
and which makes 40 str okes per minute? (b) What is the theoretical 
discharge? 

SoLUTION .-{a) '.rhe discharge due to one side of pump is G = .03264 
d'S = .03264 x 10' X (2 x 40) = 261.12 gal. per min., since 24 in. 
= 2ft. and the piston speed= 2 X 40. The total discharge is twice 
this amount, or 261.12 X 2 = 522.24 gal. per min. Ans. 

(b) G = .0408 d'S = .0408 X 10' X (2 X 40) = 326.4 gal. per min. 
326.4 x 2 = 652.8 gal. per min. Ans. 

64:. To find the horsepower of a steam or air cylinder 
to discharge a certain number of gallons of water per min
ute with a given lift, substitute in the following rule in 
which H = number of horsepower and It = vertical height 
in feet between the highest point of the center of the 
delivery or column pipe and the level of the water in the 
sump or place from which it was taken: 

R ule .- To find tlte ltorsepower of a pump, muLtipLy .00088 
times tlu 1mmber of gaLLons discltarged per miuute by flu 
vertical lteig!tt iu feet tluzt tlu ·water is to be raised. 

That is, H = . 00038 G It 

The theoretical horsepower will be two-thirds of the above 

result. 
ExA:UPLE.-How many horsepower should the steam cylinder of a 

pump be designed for which is required to discharge 350 gallons per 
minute, the total lift being 320 feet? 

SoLUTION.-By the rule, 

H = .00038 X 350 X 320 = 42.56 H . P. Ans. 

In the above example, the theoretical horsepower is 42.56 
x t = 28.37 horsepower. In this rule allowance has been 
made for friction of water in the pipe, engine friction , pump 

friction, etc. 

65. If it is desired to know the height to which a pump 
will raise water when the horsepower of the steam cylinder 
and the discharge of the pump have been determ ined, usc 
the following rule, in which the letters have the same mean
ing as in the preced ing one. 

40$--7 
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Rule.-T/u vertical luiglzt t"1l feet that tlu water £s to bt 
raised equals the horseptrwer divitUd by .00038 times tlu tl1i11l· 
ber of gallom d£scharged per m£mtte. 

That is, 
H 

h = .00038 G 

EXAI.IPLE.-To what height will a 40-horsepower pump force 
280 gallons of water per minute? 

SOLUTION.-By the rule, 

40 
h = . 00038 X 280 = 376 ft. Ans. 

66. To find the ·size of the steam or air cylinder of a 
pump, first calculate the horsepower by rule, Art. 64, then 
proceed as follows: It is customary to design pumps on a 
basis of 100 feet plunger speed per minute. For pumps 
working continuously this is about right, although in some 
cases as high as 2-!0 feet per minute have been attained. 
Nevertheless, for continuous working 100 feet per minute is 
a fair allowance, and does not bring excessive strains on the 
pump. If a single pump is to be used, the mean pressure of 
the steam or air will be the same as the gauge pressure at 
the pump, since the pressure is carried full stroke. If the 
pump be also direct-acting, the steam piston speed will be 
the same as the pump piston or plunger speed. 

Let S - piston speed per minute; 
d - diameter of cylinder in inches; 
r ratio between the length of stroke and diameter 

of cylinder; 
l length of stroke in feet; 

1z number of strokes per minute; 
H = horsepower; 
P = steam or air pressure per square inch. 

Rule I.-Tiu diameier of the c;•liuder £n £1lches equals tlu 
cube root of the quotimt obtained by dividiug 501,,£0 1. 6 times 
tlu l1orse_./Jower by the ratio between tlu lengtlt of stroke a11d 
diameter of cyl£nder times tlu steam or air pressttre per square 
i11ch timr$ thr num/Jrr ()f strokes per 1Jtimtte. 

That is, 
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d = \150!,201.6 X H 
r Ptt 

Rul e ll.-Tiu diameter of t/u cytittdcr in im:/us equals t/u 
square root of t/u quotimt obtaitud by dividing }/J,016.8 mul
tiplied by t/u horsepower by tlu steam or air pressure per 
square inch tit1us tlu pistott speed. 

That is, d 
_ • /42,016.8 X H 
- V PS 

Having obtained the diameter by means of either of the 
last two ruies, the stroke can be found by multiplying the 
diameter by the value of the ratio r. When rule II is used, 
the number of strokes can be found by dividing the piston 
speed by th~ length of the stroke in feet. 

ExAMPLB.-A pump to be driven by compressed air at a pressure of 
45 pounds per square inch, is to have a piston speed of 100 feet 
per minute. If 32 horsepower is required to operate it. what should 
be the size of the air cylinder and the number of strokes? 

SOLUTION.-Using rule II, 

For this case let the stroke be, say 22 in., thus making r a little 
over 1!. The number of strokes will then be 100 + H = 54-/r. To 
make even figures all around, let the number of strokes be 55 per 
minute. 

Since it is easier to extract the square root than the cube root, 
rule II is to be preferred to rule I. 

EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE 

1. What should be the diameter of the plunger of a pump that is 
required to discharge 240 gallons of water at a piston speed of 80 feet 
per minute ? Give result to nearest k inch. Ans_ 9t in. 

2. In the above example, if the pump is double-acting and thE' 
stroke is about 2! times the diameter, (a) how many strokes must the 
plunger make per minute, and (b) what is the length of the stroke? 

A 5 (a) 40 
ns. ~ (b) 24 in. 
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What is the probable discharge of a single do_uble-acting pu~p 3
" 1 nger is 6 inches in diameter, stroke 14 mches, and wh1ch 

whose P u 96 1 · 1 
makes 70 strokes per minute? Ans. ga . per rom., near y 

4. How many horsepower are required to operate a pump t~at 
discharges 180 gallons of water per minute under a head of 160 feet. 

Ans. 10.94.4 H. P. 

5. 1.'o what height will a 25-horsepower pump lift 300 gallons of 
water per minute? Ans. 219.3 ft. 

6. What should be the diameter of the steam cylh_•~er of a dire~t
acting single steam pump working under the cond1t1ons stated m 
example 4 ? The steam pressure is to be taken ~s 65 poun_ds per square 
inch, and the piston speed as 90 feet per mmute. G1ve result _to 
nearest i inch. Ans. 8Jm. 

HYDRO MECHANICS 
Serial 715-2 E..liti.on 1 

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 

Notice to Students.-S,udy tl~e butr1tdion Paper tlwro11ghly before 
yot~ alle11Jpt to a11swer tlzese questiotu. Read each question carefully and 
be sure you understand it; tlten write the best answer you ca11. Wile" yor~r 
a11swers are completed, e.~ami11e the11~ closely, correct all Jlze errors yor~ can 
fitul, atzd see that every question is answered; tl~et~ mail your work to us. 

(1) What do you understand by hydrostatic pressure? 

(2) A house ta11k is in the form of a cube, one side of which mea
sures 5 feet. (a) Find the pressure upon its bottom when the tank is 
filled. (b) \Vhat is the pressure per square inch upon its bottom when 
the tank is two-thirds full? A {(a) 7,812.5 lb. ns. 

(b) 1.447 lb. per sq. in. 

(3) A vertical line of soil pipe, 80 feet high, is plugged at its base 
and filled with water. (a) If a pressure gauge be applied at a point 
10 feet above the base, what pressure should it indicate? (b) II the 
plug at the bottom of the pipe is 4! inches in actual diameter, what 
force tends to blow it out? A { (a) 30.38 lb. per sq. in., nearly 

ns. (b) 552.1 lb. 

(4) A 3-inch pipe discharges 120 gallons of water per minute; what 
is the mean velocity? Ans. 5.447 ft. per sec. 

(5) A hydraulic elevator has a piston 9 inches in diameter. \Vhat 
pressure of water is necessary to produce enough force on the piston 
to balance a weight of 3 tons? Ans. 94.3 lb. per sq. in. 

(6) A reservoir in the form of a frustum of a cone has sloping 
sides. If the reservoir is 16 feet deep, what is the pressure per squa~e 
inch at a point three-fourths down the sloping sides? Ans. 521 lb. 

(7) A 6-inch pipe discharges 39,600 gallons of water per hour; if 
the length of the pipe .is 3,500 feet, what is the head? Ans. 127.7 ft. 

(8) \\'hy does a piece of iron sink if placed in water, and why will 
it float if placed in molten lead? 

(9) \\'hat is the necessary horsepower of a steam pump if the verti
cal distance to the level of the point of discharge is 100 feet; the diam
eter of the pump piston, 4 inches; the stroke, 9 inches; and the number 
of strokes per minute, 120? Ans. 1.786 H. P. 
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(10) H ow much will a copper cylinder, open at both ends, ha,•ing 
an outside diameter of 6 inches, an inside diameter of 5 inches, and a 
length of 12 inches, weigh when entirely submerged in water? 

Ans. 2922 lb. 

(11} When water flows through a pipe its velocity in the center o f 
the pipe is g reater than that at the sides. What is the cause of this? 

( 12) Water flows through a U-inch pipe with a mean velocity of 
8 feet per second; how long will it take to fill a tank 8 feet by 6 feet 
by 3 feet deep? Ans. 352 min. 

(13) (a) What is a double-acting pump? (b) Explain its ad,·an
tage over the single-acting pump. 

(14) What do you understand by the contracted vein, and how 
does it affect the velocity of effiux? 

( 15) A ~-inch pipe and a 2-inch pipe are 500 feet long, and convey 
water from the same tank to the same outlet point; (a) in which pipe 
has the water the greater velocity, and why? (b) If the head is SO feet 
and the coefficient of friction is .025, what is the velocity of efflux in 
each pipe? A (b) { i-inch pipe = 3.274 ft. per sec. 

ns. 2-inch pipe = 6.483 ft. per sec. 

(16) A f -inch service pipe is taken from a point in the street main 
where the head is 190 feet, and led to a building 300 feet away; how 
many gallons will it discharge in a minute? Work the example as 
though the whole length of the pipe were 300 feet. Ans. 15.44 gal. 

(17) What is the probable discharge of a double-acting steam pump 
whose plunger is n inches in diameter; stroke, 18 inches; and which 
makes 60 strokes per minute? Ans. 165.24 gal. per min. 

(18) What should be the size of the steam cylinder of a double
acting steam pump that is required to deliver 150 gallons of water per 
minute against a head of 175 feet, the piston speed to be 120 f eet per 
minute, and the steam pressure 60 pounds? Height of suction is 18 feet. 
(a) Give diameter o f cylinder to the nearest ! inch. (b ) Take the 
stroke as U times the diameter. (c) Give the number of strokes per 
minute. {(a) Diameter, 8 in. 

Ans. (b) Stroke, 12 in. 
(c) Number of strokes. 120 

Mail your work on this lesson as soon as you have finished it and . 
looked it over carefully. DO NOT HOLD IT until another lesson 
is ready. 


